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I. Introduction XA0400441

This note describes the principles, design and operation of

a current-stabilised power source for tritium electrolytic eichment

cells. A Kepoo Tpe JE, modular supply is current-stabilised by

controlled current feedback. The accompanying control unit incorporates

a temperature sensor or the cooling unit of the electrolysis cells,

a line onitor to register current hut-off due to temporary power

failure, a time-of-day clock, a urrent control otentiometer and

a digital voltmeter providing current reading to an accuracy of 0.01A.

II. Theor hm

,Y of Calibration and Control of Electrolytic Enric sit Cells,

demonstrating Reguirement for Accurate Measurem.ent-olP Chaxge Passed

The calibration of a erichmient rim is performed by enriching

a spike ater of known tritium concentration, usually i three cells of a set.

The magnitud ad uniformity of the enrichment fficiency of the set of

cells is expressed by the behaviour of the so-called enrichment parameter E

(W W1) In Z
E = 0

W In N
e

where W = initial weight of ater
0

W1 = final weight of water

W = weight loss due to electrolytic dissociation only
e

Z = (final tritium concentration/initial tritium concentration)

N = weight reduction factor = W/Wl

In the case of the spike samples, Z is measured and applied to

determine E this value of E is then used to calculate Z for the unk-nowm

samples. The total weight loss (W 0 1.11.) is the sum of Weand the

* /16
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evaporation/spray loss. If the total charge passed is ampere-hours,

then

W Q/2-97545
e

If Q can be measured accurately, a uniform set of cells should

exhibit the same alue of E from one run to the next regardless of

the total charge passed. In this wV E cmi be made to serve not only

calibration purposes through the 3 spike cells), but also to monitor

the development of a set of cells with time. Calibration alone can be

achieved without accurate knowledge of 1-1e9 through the use of the

modified parameter W eE, because W e is the same for all cells in the run,

if all cells are rn in series for the same length of time. The second

purpose can only be achieved if the ampere-hour product is acurately

determined. In practice the spike samples are rotated amongst te cells of

the set, so that for each cell is checked once every few: weeks.

Previously Q could not be determined accurately for the Agency cells.

The arrangement described in this technical note was terefore designed

to allow accurate measurement of Q.

Because accurate ampere-hour meters cannot be easily obtained,

current and time must be recorded separately. The constant-current

-operation mode-of Kepco Type JE power supplies offers a stable accurate

current reading,, which is measured by a digital voltmeter across a

standard resistance. The electrolysis run is thereby broken down into

a series of accurate current settings applied for known times measured

by a clock.

III. Constant Current Operation of Kepco Power Supply

Kepco Type JU modular power supplies are used for the electrolysis

current supply. The model chosen depends on the voltage and current

requirements for the set of electrolysis cells. For example, type

JQE 75-8 will provide 75 volts at up to amperes,, suitable to provide
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current for a 20-cell system of the present IfiRk construction Kepco, Inc.,

131-38 Sandford Avenue, Flushing, New York 11352, U.S.A.)

Constant current operation is described fully in the Instruction

Manual provided with the Kepco supply. Pages 39 an 310 of the

JQE 75-8 111anual are reproduced as an Appendix to this note. Ideally,.the

external sensing resistor is chosen to develop about V at maxivaun

output current, i4e a resistance close to 0.5/8 = 0625 ohm. In

our case the value 0.1 ohm has chosen, corresponding to a 64 W power

dissipation at maxim-an, urent. Imumersed in plastic container of

paraffin oil, this standard resistance functions satisfactorily at currents

up to at least 10A.

The voltage across the standard resistor is measured by a

digital panel meter Oewport Type 203-03). The full scale reading of this

meter is 19109 V. At 8A, the reading is 800. To provide a direct reading

of current (8.00-k) the decimal point is lit y connecting the appropriate

pin on the rear connector to Digital Ground.

The external control resistor (R cc ), (chosen according to the

procedure described in the Appendix) is a 10-turn wire wound potentiometer

mounted on the control panel.

The Kepco power supplies are supplied with an overvoltage protection

(VP-option) which can protect the electrolysis cells against voltage in

excess of normal requirements. Excess voltage can arise-due to internal

malfunction of the power supply, or else due to conditions in the cells

(high resistance of a cell due to corrosion, open circuit). The overvoltage

protection potentiometer controls should be set according to the number

of cells and the max.. voltage experienced under normal operation
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IV. Temperature Control Monitor

The function of the temperature control monitor is to switch

off the current if the temperature in the cooling unit becomes too high

due to a) malfunction of the cooling -unit', or,

b) a prolonged failure-in the mains voltage supplying the cooling

unit.

The sensor is a negative temperature coefficient (NTC) resistor

(R8 in Fig. 1). It is mounted in a stainless-steel tube sealed with

silicone rubber, connected by a 2-pole cable to the temperature-control

circuit.

The limiting temperature can be set by a trimmer potentiometer

(RlO in Fg. 1), and ill function with an error of a few times 0.1 0C.

It should be adjusted to a control temperature of about 100C, by imersing

the sensor in water at this temperature.

The temperature control functions only when the temperature

becomes too high. No provision is presently made for current switch-off

due to the temperature ropping too low. The temperature of the cooling

unit should be maintained at about 00C.

VI Line Monitor

Failure of the 230 /50 cps mains supply for a period larger than

6 seconds is indicated by the line monitor..lamp which comes on after

the power has been restored. The lamp may be reset by a push-button

switch on the control panel.

The duration of power failures may be judged by the difference

between true time-of-day and the time of day indicated by the control clock.

If the line monitor lamp is on, and the difference between true

time and the clock is x hours (where O x 12 hours), then the time of the

indicated power shut-off may have been x. or x + 12, or x + 24, or oeo hrso
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Therefore if the current has been off for a considerable time, it may be

necessary to determine between tese various alternatives by weighing

one of the electrolysis cells to determine te water loss.

VI Electrolysis Current Control nit: Detailed Description

The ircuit diagram is given as Fig. 1. A list of components and

manufacturers is given in Table .

a) Voltaae Supply

The low voltage supply for temperature control and line monitor

unit is obtained y rectification of a 5 /50 Hz AC voltage provided

by the secondary coil of a 230 V/15 V step-down transformer (max. urrent

in secondax7 036 A). The rectification circuit consists of a silicon-bridge

rectifier D10, and an electrolytic capacitor. The resulting 20 V DC

is passed to a three terminal voltage regulator hose preset output

voltage is uaranteed at 12 V + 10 (max. current = 00 ma). The

regulator is inter-nally protected against short circuit and thermal

overload, and provides a stable, ripple-free output.

b) Temperature Monitor

The output status of a high snsitivity op--amp Schmitt trigger (A2)

is controlled by a resistance bridge with the negative-temperature coefficient

-sensor R8 in one arm.

The NTC-resistor R8 has a nominal resistance at-200C (R of
20

1 Kohm + 5 % with a temperature coefficient (TC) of 38 per degree C.

The resistance values of R8 are approximately 145 Kohm at 100C, and

2.11 Ko�m'at C. The voltage values at the non-inverting input of 2

are approx. 262 V at 200C, 267 V at 100C and 274 V at 0 0C. At the

inverting input, the voltage is set between 245 V and 273 V by the

multi-turn trimmer-potentiometer R10.
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The feedback resistor R12 provides a Wteresis of about 20 m V,

The high output status of A2 drives a Dual-in-line (DIL) relay in arallei

with a booster diode D8, and in series with te light-emitting-diode fLED)

D7 which indicates the onitor status. R13 in parallel ith D7 avoids

partial glowing of D7 in the low output state of A2. Closing of relay 

activates relay 2 at the non-regulated 20 V supply voltage. Relay 2

disconnects the clock from the line and short circuits the ciwrent corArol

resistor R thus bringing the electrolysis current to zero.
cc

The input of A2 is protected against overvoltage from the sensor

input by the diodes D3, D41 D5 and D6.

0) Line Monitor

This is a Schmitt trigger circuit consisting of op-amp Al and

resistom R2, R3.

The inverting input of Al is connected to R1 and the 33 V

Zener-diode D1. When the 12 V sTply voltage is applied, the inverting

input remains at zero -until the voltage exceeds 33 V. when it follows

the supply oltage causing a high output state of Al* and lighting the

LED-diode monitor lamp-D2. Resetting is accomplished by the button-switch

P, hich causes a lower voltage to appear at the non-inverting input of Al.

R5 has the same function as 13 in the temperature monitor circuit.

d) Time-of-day Clock

The time-of-day clock is connected by two-pole cable to the

230 V50 Hz power supply at a position behind the on-off switch in the

Kepco power supply (Points 1T and 5T in Fig. 63 of the Kepco Manual,

3rd wire to chassis). The clock is therefore started when the Kepco

supply is switched on, and stops when the supply is switched off.

The clock also stops if there is a power failure or if the temperature

control monitor interrupts the output current of the Kepco supply.

11 1 */la
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The clock may be set to the correct time of day by a plastic

wheel situated behind he left-hand side of the clock panel. This

wheel cannot be turned if the seconds dial sows close to 1100tt in

this case the current should be sitched on briefly to ove the seconds

dial to another position.

At the beginning of a electrolysis n, the lock should be

adjusted o read the correct time of day.

M. Operation Ins' ruct i on-

a) AssembLy- and-First Use

Remove standard resistor (0.1 ohm) from package.

Clean a dirt fra t plastic bottle which holds the standard

resistor.

Put the standard resistor in the plastic bottle so that the

two copper arms sit in the slot5 of the bot--t1e, and the resistor

hangs clear of the bottan of the bottle.

Fill the bottle with paraffin oil so that the upper holes in the

outer metal tube are about cm deep in oil. The oil should NOT

cover the top surface of the resistor.

Connect the red (positive) terminal at the left side of the control

unit to the black (negative) terminal at the back of the Kepco

supply, thus providing zero resistance load for testing*

Switch on the Kepco supply with its current control potentiometer

turned fully.up (fully clockwise). The current control potentiometer

on the control 'unit panel should be turned fully down o-unter-

clockwise). Both control monitor lamps should come on. Press

the reset button of the line monitor, which should then go out.

Insert the temperature sensor into one of the electrolysis cell

cooling tanks, which should be at operating temperature of about

00C. After about minute, the temperature monitor light should

go out, the clock should start to run, and urrent will flow when

the control potentiometer on the control panel is turned upo

0 00/1,
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Adjust the current to the value required.

Switch off the supply and connect in the electrolysis cells as

load' instead of the short-circuit. Switch on the current9

again - the same current should flow through the cells.

b) Routine Oeration

In routine operation, the current sply can be coupled immediately

to the series-comiected electrolysis cells. A thermometer should be used

to check the temperature of the cell coolil;g baths t regular intervals.

0) Overvoltage Protection

This option should not be used until a study has been made of the.

voltage variation of the cells throughout routine electrolysis rims. The

protection controls (coarse and fine) should only be set after these

preliminary experiments have been satisfactorily carried through. Until

then, the control should be set to the maFximum alue of the Kepco supply

voltage output.

d) Maintenance

Precautions should be taken to keep all components free of dust

and dirt, but the Kep.co supply must have unrestricted air irculation.

No spare parts are provided with the control -unit. Ease of repair

therefore depends on the acquisition of spare parts by the user laboratory.

C.B, T.Vlor/ G. Silberbauer/moo



'TABLE 

LIST OF COMPONENTS D MANUFACTURERS

ITEM TYPE 1W-TUFACTURER,

1 Wooden base plate Made at IA.EA Isotope ydrology Lab.

I Digital Panel Meter 203-03 C11 DI Newport/USA

1 Power Supply JQE 75 - or other model Kepco/USA

1 10-turn-potentiometer 1 Kohm/5% KT 1304 Kepco/-GSA

1 Clock WG 36 A3B Sankyo/japan

1 Standard-resistor 01 ohm 80 Norma/Austria

I Printed Circuit Board Mlade at IA&k isotope Hydrology Tab.

1 Transformer 220 V to 15 V 23 Brezina/Austria

1 Housing for EI 48-Tranformer Brezina/Austria

1 Bridge Rectifier BY 164 Philips/lIetherlands

I Relay V 23154 Siernens/Austria

1 DIL-Reed-Relay PRME 15002 Clare/Delgi-m

1 Knob for 14 inch-potentiometer Odenwaelder/Germany

1 Front panel, complete I-lade at IAEA Isotope Hydrology Lab.

I Button Switch UIND. LAII. INC./USA

2 Light-Emitting-Diodes FLV 250 Fairchild/USA

2 Clips for FLS 010 Fairchild/USA

2 Mounting Clips for Power Supply Made at.IAFA Isotope Hydrology Lab.

1 Electrolytic Capacitor 2500,11F/35V Kapsc-1100--tria

1 Voltage Regulator 12 V 78 L 12 WC rfairchild/USA "'
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ITEM TYPE MANUFACTURER

2 Operational Amplifiers 741 Fairchild/LJSA

1 Zener Diode 1 N 746 A Fairchild/USA

1 Trimmer7Potentiomete 2 ohm 2600 P Amphenol/USA

6 Diodes 1 N 4148 Fairchild/USA

I NTC-Resistor Sensor, ohm Made a IAEA Isotope Hydrology Lab.

2 DIL-Sockets, 8-pole Burisch/Austria,

I DIL-Socketstl4-pole Burisch/Aus-Pria

9 Soldering pins Cambion/1ingland

3 Bottles litre Paraffin oil 7162 Merck/Germany

I Bottle for standard-resistor Made at IAEA Isotope Hydrology Lab.

2 Copper clips for standard-resistor 1510 Norma/Austria

1 Connector 4 mml female

1 3-pole connection

.1 Clip for Siemens Relay Made at IAEA Isotope Hydrology Lab.'

2 Resistors, Metal Oxide,68 K, C 4 Electrosil/England
0.25 W 

2 Resistors, Metal Oxide 18 XI Electosil/England
0.25 WI C 4

2 Resistors, Carbon 100 K 025 W R-Ohm/Japan

5 %

2 Resistors, Carbon,22 Kg 025 W R-Ohm/Japan

%

I Resistor, Carbont K 025 W R-Ohm/,Tapan

5 %

2 Resistorst Carbon, 680 El 025 W Philips/Netherlands

%

Vitrolun/Den1112rk1 Resistor? Carbontio Mt 5 Wt 5%



I Clip for Siemens Relay

2 Resistors, !rental Oxide 68 k, 0.25w., Lf T1co-trosU.

2 1 k tI

2 C carbon IOO k, 5;4 R-Ohm / �Jmoan

2 22 k,

I k,

2 690 El Philipv Netheriands

I 10 Ml 0. Iritrohm I)enmar:-
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Fig-1: Electrolysis Control Circuit Diagram zf Kelco Co�.njroC



APPERDIX

3-29 CONSTA14T CURRENT OPERATION

3-30 A KEPCO p%w - can be_ set up to deliver constant current by the addition of an external sensing
resistor arid a current cc).ntrol. in the constant current operating mode. the voltage compar;son bridge is
intercormccted ith an ex-,4ernal current sensing resistor, Rs. and a Crrent control, Rcc (as so%-., in
FIG. 3-.) to a cnstant voltage drop across Rs. In thisway. an adjustable constant load current is
obtained. Characlo Tlic Ine constant current supply is ability to change its output voltz::e automatically
in order o wS--r133n a :�nStant current through a range of possible load remittances. The ra-1,N- of utput
voltage ilia! the: can eliver and simultaneously maintain constant current,,is referred to as he
-COI`,1PLIANC VLTAGE".

3-31 The current &r-smn resi-tor Rs iscliosentodevelopaO.5voltdropattliemaximtjm desired current.- It is
calculated hy oiis current into 0.5volt. Te value of Rs is not critical and can be the earest
standard rcsis-za-ic-2 sv.;aizible. Several facts sould b kept in ind however, when choosing As. A
comprornie.11 r.tjq !� nij%,1 between a larp and a small value. While a large value is desirable for good
current it is less so in vew of the po-.%er dissipated across it. It must be remembered that all the
load cL:rrc-r! i virough Rs and the input to the regulator is connected across it. It is therefore vital
that all etraneous charV.-,s across Rs. i.e. resistance cange due to temperature, are kpt to a minimurn A
high quality, low T.C. 20 MM resistor, at least ten nines the actual wattage needed, is therefore strongly
recommended. in practice, Rs isusually selected fcra 0.5voltsarnpleat maximumoutputcurrentdesired. if
more than a I I rtio of output current is needed, several values of Rs sould b selected.-nd swi;rhed in
or out as required.

'For KEPCO Power Sunplics with maximum rated output currents of A DC or less, a volt sample at the
maximum desired current sould b used.

MEASUREMENT OF
REGULATKiN 06 RIPPLE

EXTERNAL CUR-IENT j +)
CONTROL(RCO TB-501

OUTPUT(+)
HEAVY WTY REAR Of 1 Lfo%ITC

OUTPUT TERN
+)SENSWG

2 E=Wvo I

VOLTAGE CONTPOL RL OUTPUT(
(11,C) %1�3 Nsrl-.

SOUIRC RESISTOR
4 HSENSING

F--
5 R.

0
HULL
JUNCTION

7%-.Rr

SEENOTE
EC COVWN EC

Pr
NOTE&RE-MOVE J.;YPER LINKS ) -(2)
(5)-(6)FROM TaSOl

FIG. 39 CONSTANT CURRENT OPERATING MODE

NOTE: Rs should be physically loc3ted as close to the
J+) output terminai Of the "a spply as
possitble. If. however, long output and sensing
leads cannot be avoided. the (+I terminal of
the output cpacitor ICO) must be internally
reconnected from tno sensing to the 1

Ci--H-F/20.69+ 3-9



32 The current control resistor, Rc is chosen on the basis of the control ratio of the Kepco comparison bridge,
and Vs the maximurn voltage across Rs. If Rs was selected forO.5voltdropthenVs=0.5volland
Rcc VS times controi ratio) or

1 000 ohm.
Rcc 0.5 volt x - 500ohms.Ahighquality.lowT.C.(20PPM)resistorisrecommanded

volt

for Rcc.

3-33 PROCEDURE Refer to FIG. 39)
The actual component calculation for current regulation is perhaps bst shown yp practical example. A
KEPCO Po%%er Supply with a rated aximum output current of 50 A DC is to be set up for current
regulated output from 5A to 50A 1:10 ral0o).

0.5 volt
a) Rs is chosen by: Rs = = 0.01 ohm.

50 A

Pdiss = Vs Imax = 05VOlt x (50A = 25watts.(use250watd

NOTE: A heavy duty. 4 terminal rneter shunt or a power resistor in the TEPRO "TMK" series is
required. Inquire at KEPCO if special values are needed.

b) The control rsistance Rcc is found by calculating its limits:
10000hms

Rcc (max.) = Vs (max.) x control ratio = 0.5 V x = 50 oms.
V

1000 ohms
Rcc (min.) = Vs (min.) x control ratio = 0.05 V x �V = ohms.

As R is therefore varied from 50 ohms to 500 ohn-ts. the regulated current will vary fro to
50 n-kA. The compliance vol tage will change in the same rati6 (I 0: 1), i ts absolu to value depending on
the load resistance used.

d A large output current range (I mA to 50 A) could be covered if three separate sensing resistors were to
be calculated on he basis of a 0.5 volt sample at maximum current:

a) R s (For to 50 A) 0.5 V/50 A 0.01 11 250 watt)
b) R2S 'For 0.5 to A) 0.5 V/5 A 0. a 25 �%-att)
c) R3 s (For 0.05 mA to 0.5 Al - 0.5 V/0.5 A = I n 2.5 watt)

3-10 CJ-H-F/20-69


